POPULAR SPEAKING TOPICS
Note: These are the 3 most requested topics within the 4 main categories. I am happy to customize topics that
are important to you and your group, or suggest other topics audiences have resonated with.

PERSONAL CALLING
THE 6 STAGES FROM A CAREER TO A CALLING
Lives have been changed through this self-discovery workshop designed to uncover your gifts,
strengths and motivational patterns. You will also learn the three foundational principles that
have the power to turn a career into a calling and help you discover your true destiny.
HOW GOD SPEAKS THROUGH DREAMS
History is filled with gifted innovators who were given ideas in dreams. They include: Albert
Einstein [Theory of Relativity], Elias Howe [sewing machine], R.G. LeTourneau, Sarah Breedlove
[Madam C.J. Walker], Paul McCartney [“Yesterday”], George Frederic Handel [“Messiah”]. Many
cultures believe that God speaks in dreams, regardless of the person’s religious affiliation. This
workshop explains Hebraic principles of dream interpretation and how this understanding can
help you interpret your dreams as well as others’.
DISCOVER YOUR DESTINY
A World Values Survey by political scientist Ronald Inglehard found the majority of respondents
are seeking greater meaning and purpose in life. They will find it when they ask the right
question. Most people ask, “What can I do to earn a living?” or “What should I do to earn a
living?” This workshop asks a totally different question: “What was I created to do?” Here’s what
you’ll learn: How to break your personal genetic code • Understand why self-discovery is so difficult to
find • Four ways God reveals our destiny • Life-changing principles to help you find you.

IDEA SHEPHERDING
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IDEA SHEPHERDING
IDEA SHEPHERDING
UNDERSTAND THE CREATIVE GIFTING
This foundational workshop includes: The original meaning of creativity and how that meaning
impacts the business sector • Finding your CQ [Creativity Quotient] • The 5 DNA markers of the
creative process.
GOOD IDEAS VS. “INSPIRED” IDEAS
Workshop includes: Popular views on where ideas originate • Examples from well-known
creatives • Ways to discern an inspired idea • The financial losses resulting from uninspired ideas •
Ways businesses can create a healthy ideation environment.
HOW TO BIRTH AND MANAGE INSPIRED IDEAS
This workshop examines the actual process of birthing and implementing “great ideas,” from
Ideation all the way to Commercialization. Involving 4 phases and 18 steps, the workshop
provides a template for this right-brain process and helps you determine where you are in
developing your idea. This is especially helpful to discern which idea(s) are the one(s) you
should work on now, and which to set aside for later.

CALLED DEEPER
UNDERSTAND THE LEVITICAL CALLING
This workshop sheds light on why many believers have gone through such terrible trials.
Most likely, they are being called, refined, separated and consecrated for this most holy
assignment. The very calling itself signals how close we are to the Lord’s coming. The
workshop includes: Learning God’s language • How to know you are being called deeper • How to
find your assignment • What spiritual disciplines you must know to survive what’s coming.
GOD’S UNIQUE CALL TO PEOPLE OF COLOR
I have chronicled the revelatory rise of people of color for many years. Beginning
in 2005, the Lord began to show me their unique place in the End Times. This workshop
includes: The important calling for people of color in the Last Days • Why Blacks and Jews
have uniquely suffered and the mysterious parallel between them • The strategies the enemy is
using to destroy them • How to release the Abrahamic blessing within your family line •
How to tap into your ancestral strength.
HOW TO PETITION FOR YOUR KINGDOM ASSIGNMENT
This workshop was a life-changing revelation that happened to me in 2017. It involved an
assignment requiring several months of gut-wrenching self-discovery to begin to apply in my
life. The “24 Steps” I was shown shifted me in ways I never conceived…so much so that I
created this teaching to help others. You will learn: How to identify the ways God has been
leading you over the years and turn that insight into a strategy to move into your assigned place •
Scripture-based self-discovery exercises that excavate your gifts and calling • The “Esther Key” and
how it activates your faith • The 24-Steps to find your next one.
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END TIME MARKERS
WHERE ARE WE ON GOD’S TIMETABLE?
People are going crazy putting forth wild theories of when Jesus will return. The craziness
disappears when we understand the Hebraic timetable God laid out meticulously in Scripture
thousands of years ago. Be prepared to have your mind blown when you “see” the pictures He
painted of the Last Days come alive. He has not left us without understanding.
HOW TO SPOT THE DECOY IN YOUR MIDST
A decoy is something that looks like the real thing but is not. It is a fake. A pretender. Its sole
purpose is to lure and seduce others to itself in order to destroy it. This seems very far out,
but I must warn with every breath I can that this insidious strategy is destroying leaders. I have
witnessed it, and have studied this revelation since 2011. I believe it is one of the
greatest dangers we face today. This workshop includes: What is a decoy and how you can spot
them • Where the Bible warns about them • Who is susceptible to become a decoy • What to do if
you suspect someone you love may be one, or live with one • Why this phenomenon is growing •
How their existence foreshadows the closeness of the Lord’s return.
SEVEN MARKERS OF LIVING IN THE END TIME
Every book of the Bible teaches us about the End Times and gives us signs or markers that
describe what to look for. Sadly, many people are “biblically illiterate,” meaning that
reading the Bible on a regular basis is not typically something they do. Thus, as we approach
the most critical time in all of history, these people can easily fall prey to fear, discouragement
and hopelessness. This is not what the Father desires for His children. Rather, He has
scattered truths and understandings throughout the Scriptures to prepare us for these days.
This workshop includes: Daniel’s vision of the 5 kingdoms leading up to the Kingdom of God •
How the prophets and Jesus describe the same End Time period the same way • What are the key
markers showing we are in these latter days • What does this understanding tell us about decisions
we need to make for ourselves, our families and our businesses.
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